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The Board is delighted to announce that the membership has approved the new trading
name of your association by an ovenrhelming majority, and thanks you for your continuing
support.
As we promised, the traditional distinctive shield will remain prominent on the stationery
and the constitution remains unchar*ged.

As a direct consequence of not paying the high NAB affiliation fee the 2016 membership
fee will be reduced to 890.
The offer of 4 boxes of till rolls for the price of 3, on your first order after payment of your
annual subscription, will continue next year. Should you require till rolls before April you
are welcome to pay your subs early and order then. Those members who don't use four
boxes are encouraged to split a full delivery with another member.

The Board stands by it's wor",i',n", statement that the five figure sum earmarked to pay
the NAB will be repaid to you. Sadly, since the announcement was made, some former
NBPA Directors have decided to take up this association's former NAB Board position, by
forming a new association and, obviously, we wish them wellwith their own objectives.
For this reason only, the repayment will be delayed until 2017 to establish what, if any,
effect this has on membership levels, and it will be distributed amongst those remaining
members renewing that year's subscription.
We must remind those members again who are also members of another association that
they must opt out of any Employers Liability and Public Liability insurance provided by that
association to avoid a dual insurance problem that could result in you having no insurance
at all and leaving you personally liable.
\4!e cantinue to talk directly ts racecourse gfoups and we keep tnen+bers u@ated by
notices on the website. You will have seen that we are once again ordering discounted
Grand Nationaltickets for our members, and would remind you to order these from the
office before 17th December.

The NBPA's position on the Cheltenham'Courtyard issue'has been against any immediate
legal action until it was given s;qht of ALL the facts, legal opinions and written backup for
ALL the claims and counter clai,rs that were circulating. The NBPA has, therefore,
consistently resisted the use of ALL members funds to protect 8 picks at one Racecourse
especially given the fact that an undertaking has been given by the Racecourse that such
an event would only ever happen at Cheltenham.
We stili consider that the risk and reward of such action is disproportionate to ALL our
members.

We believe that any problems with the interpretation and wording of the licences should
rest with the professional indemnity policies of the FRB and it's advisers.
We were assured by the FRB Directors that they had employed the best legal advice that
was available.
The fact that no one is allowed to find how much each Director draws in salary and
expenses from what is essentially all bookmakers money continues to give our members
concern.

We have fought without success to date to get enlarged bookmaker member
representation at the FRB over and above the current 3 Directors. We have also sought to
make the NAB more representative (NBPA is c.50% of it's membership but has the same
voting rights as another association that has 3% of the membership). The NAB has shown
no appetite to review or alter it's structure. Many initiatives have been suggested or
developed through the NBPAfor the NAB's and all other bookmakers' benefit (e.9.
proactive introduction of a hand stamp to support the 'Think 21' policy)
The next 3 years will bring 3 important events, which will be of significant importance to
our future1. The cessation of the Betfredllote agreement and potential new entrants into the
racecourse tote operating business.
2. Renewal of the SIS/Turf TV data agreements.
3. Negotiations over Levy replacement and the potential 'Racing Right'.
Additionalty, there is also the AGT contract with the Racecourses coming to an end.

The NBPA consider we can have more influence outside the NAB for our members in
these very important issues. We will be undertaking direct contact, on behalf of our
members, with racecourses, the Gambling Commission and all other bodies involved
within our industry. We would also encourage members to question those who condone
and continue to spend your money without disclosing how much and why.
We wish you a happy Christmas and a prosperous 2016.
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